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1. New QA initiative in Flanders (Belgium): Institutional reviews 
introducing an Appreciative Approach  
 

 

2. ECA initiative to introduce Certificate for Quality in 
Internationalisation 
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Introducing the NVAO 

• In the wake of the implementation of the Bologna 
Declaration in the Dutch and Flemish HE system, the 
two Ministers of Education in 2001 - 2002 decided to 
set up a joint accreditation: NVAO - Accreditation 
Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders  

 

• NVAO was established by the Dutch and the Flemish 
Parliament (Treaty ratified in 2005), is included in HE 
legislation in both countries and has authority to act  
under both Dutch and Flemish law 
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Governance of NVAO 

• Publicly funded 
o Annual subsidies of the Netherlands & Flanders  

o HEIs pay for procedures 

• Accountable  
o Committee of ministers 

o Parliaments 

o Independence in procedures and decision-making 

• Organisation 
o Board < Executive Board 

o Policy advisors and staff supported by Management 
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Flanders in figures 

1183 

34 

257 141 

6 404 715 
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Publication 

Report 

Official register 

Accreditation 
• Focus on quality features  

 learning outcomes 

Institutional review 
• Focus on educational 

policy & quality culture 

 teaching and learning 

Overall approach 
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Institution 

Programme Report 

Report   Initial accreditation 



Overview of Flemish QA System  
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• Institutional Review 

• Educational policy 

• Conduct to confirm programme quality 
 

• Accreditation of specific programmes („full accreditation‟) 

• New programmes 

• Joint programmes  

• Programmes with limited accreditation period („in recovery‟) 

• Accreditation of all programmes 

Universities & University Colleges (18) 

All other institutions 



The HE community in Flanders  

• Trust: based on positive track record – clear quality culture – 
recognition of efforts 

• Co-creation: intensive cooperation in Sounding Board 
o NVAO - Flanders 

o Government 

o HEIs, in particular universities (5) and university colleges (13) 

o Students (VVS) 

• Dialogue (as part of the Appreciative Approach): 
o NVAO and institution/programme 

o Panel and institution/programme 

o NVAO and panel  
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Horizontal trails Vertical trails Conduct trail 

• Focus on quality features 

• Required involvement of internal and 

external stakeholders, peers & 

experts (edu. & prof. field) 

• Information regarding the quality of 

the programme is publicly accessible 

• Assessment of results and outcomes 

of this involvement 

 

• Vision on higher education and its 

quality as an adequate response to 

societal challenges 

• Adequate implementation to realise 

policy and support quality 

• Effective policy implementation 

through evaluation and monitoring 

• Improvement & innovation policy 

Educational policy &  

quality culture 

Conduct of assuring  

the quality of programmes 

Evaluation report Advice report 

Institutional reviews: pilot round 

Overview report on the institutional reviews 



Institutions confirm quality of programmes 

• Conduct: “all actions, processes, practices, procedures and tools that 
enable the institution to confirm the quality of the programmes”.  

 

• Confirming quality implies:  

o assessing daily practice through QA activities;  

o documenting findings including strenghts and quality issues;  

o ensuring that quality issues are dealt with, both in response to the individual case 
as proactively for similar situations in the future;  

o cyclic reporting per programme on the findings and the actions that follow;  

o a formal decision by the institutional board that proves, internally as well as 
externally that desired quality levels are reached. 

 

• A quality culture is an organisational culture in which all stakeholders 
strive in a self-evident way to a continuous quality control and quality 
enhancement. 
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Quality features of programmes 

• The programme‟s learning outcomes constitute a transparent and programme-
specific interpretation of the international requirements regarding level, content and 
orientation. 

• The programme‟s curriculum ties in with the most recent developments in the 
discipline, takes account of the developments in the professional field, and is 
relevant to society. 

• The staff allocated to the programme provide the students with optimum 
opportunities for achieving the learning outcomes. 

• The programme offers the students adequate and easily accessible services, 
facilities and counselling. 

• The teaching and learning environment encourages the students to play an active 
role in the learning process and fosters smooth study progress. 

• The assessment of students reflects the learning process and concretises the 
intended learning outcomes. 

• The programme provides comprehensive and readable information on all stages of 
study. 

• Information regarding the quality of the programme is publicly accessible. 
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• A philosophy, mindset, attitude 

o Design of QA procedures 

o Execution of QA procedures 

• Contextualisation: “empathy”, respect for profile, quality culture 

• Postponement of judgements (exploration => insights) 

• Focus on strong aspects: enhancement-led critical 
investigation 

o To expand on good practices 

o To examine unclear or weak aspects 

• Dialogue, with strong, appreciative questions: what, not how 

• Intensive training of panel 

• Common understanding of the level of the quality 

The Appreciative Approach 
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Appreciation Meet-&-Greet Observers 

Mixed Thematic Co-creation 
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Challenges for institutions 

• Public information (accountability) 
o “Programme in figures”: student profile; links to qualitative information 

o Institutional portfolio: Start from public information / existing documentation  

 Track record 

 Press reports 

 System-wide analyses 

 Complaints 

• The external view: stakeholders, peers, and experts 

• Trust is a continuous exercise of giving and receiving 
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Challenges for agency 

• Reporting: balance between  
o Recommendation and judgement 

o Appreciation and critical examination 

o Context and consistency 

o Central and decentral levels within an institution 

o Formal and informal communication 

 

• The future: broaden the scope of QA at institutional level? 
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„Higher education‟ 

„Government‟ „Society‟ 

Enhancement 

Accountability Information 
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ECA Certificate for Quality in 

Internationalisation 

www.ecahe.eu/internationalisation 
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The CeQuInt project consortium 

• 15 higher education institutions  

• Belgium,  

• Denmark,  

• Finland,  

• Germany,  

• Italy,  

• Lithuania,  

• Norway,  

• Poland,  

• Spain,  

• The Netherlands,  

• UK 



ECA Certificate for Quality in Internationalisation 

• Certificate is awarded by the European Consortium 
for Accreditation in Higher Education (ECA) 

• ECA is an association of accreditation and QA 
agencies from European countries, plus observers 
from Australia and Israel 

• ECA aims: mutual recognition of accreditation; facilitating 
internationalisation and transparency on quality; mutual 
learning and exchange of good practices 

• HEI can request a ECA member agency to carry out a 
Certificate assessment procedure for the institution or 
a programme 
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Purpose of  CeQuInt 

To reward quality and identify good practices. 

To contribute to on-going enhancement of (the 

quality of) internationalisation; 

To provide a methodology to (self)-assess the 

quality of internationalisation in higher education; 



Assessment methodology 

• Assessment framework (5 standards; 15 criteria) & 
guidelines 

• Template for the self-evaluation report 

• Composition of panel by ECA member agency 

• Site visit: combination with programme accreditation/ 
institutional evaluation or stand-alone procedure 
possible 

• Template for the panel report 

• Decision-making: ECA member agency and 
methodological check/award of ECA Certificate by 
Certification Group 

 

• There should already be graduates! 

 

 

 

 

 



Intended 

internationalisation 

Intended  
international & intercultural 

learning outcomes 

Teaching & Learning 

Students 

Staff 

Achieved 
international & intercultural 

learning outcomes 

Programme level 



Intended 

internationalisation 

Action plans 

Implementation 

Governance 

Enhancement 

Institutional level 



Composition of panel 

At least 4 independent experts (with good command of 
English): 

 

• 1 student with international and QA experience 

• 2 members with unquestionable international profile 

• 1 member from the country under assessment and 2 members 
not from that country 

• 1 member, not the student, who is trained by ECA 



Regular CeQuInt trainings 
Interested in training? 

http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/ 

http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/
http://ecahe.eu/home/services/training-academy/




 



Outcomes 

• Now 36 ECA Certificates awarded: 

• 31 study programmes 

- Mostly Dutch, but also from HEIs in Austria, Croatia, France, 
Germany, Poland, Slovenia 

• 5 HE institutions/faculties in Colombia, Finland, France, Spain 

• Used for improvement, profiling/reputation, attracting 
international students/staff, rewarding international 
programmes 

• Advise of experts possible (baseline assessment) 

• Several procedures in pipeline 

 

 

If you are interested in Certificate: secretariat@ecahe.eu  

 

mailto:secretariat@ecahe.eu


NVAO 

Nederlands-Vlaamse Accreditatieorganisatie 

Parkstraat 28, 2514 JK Den Haag 

Nederland 

 

+31 (0)70 312 23 00 

info@nvao.net 

www.nvao.net 

 

        @nvao 


